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Ultrasound and microbubble-based therapies utilize cavitation to generate bioeffects, yet cavitation

dynamics during individual pulses and across consecutive pulses remain poorly understood under

physiologically relevant flow conditions. SonoVue
VR

microbubbles were made to flow (fluid veloc-

ity: 10–40 mm/s) through a vessel in a tissue-mimicking material and were exposed to ultrasound

[frequency: 0.5 MHz, peak-rarefactional pressure (PRP): 150–1200 kPa, pulse length: 1–100 000

cycles, pulse repetition frequency (PRF): 1–50 Hz, number of pulses: 10–250]. Radiated emissions

were captured on a linear array, and passive acoustic mapping was used to spatiotemporally resolve

cavitation events. At low PRPs, stable cavitation was maintained throughout several pulses, thus

generating a steady rise in energy with low upstream spatial bias within the focal volume. At high

PRPs, inertial cavitation was concentrated in the first 6.3 6 1.3 ms of a pulse, followed by an energy

reduction and high upstream bias. Multiple pulses at PRFs below a flow-dependent critical rate

(PRFcrit) produced predictable and consistent cavitation dynamics. Above the PRFcrit, energy gener-

ated was unpredictable and spatially biased. In conclusion, key parameters in microbubble-seeded

flow conditions were matched with specific types, magnitudes, distributions, and durations of cavi-

tation; this may help in understanding empirically observed in vivo phenomena and guide future

pulse sequence designs. VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4756926]

PACS number(s): 43.80.Gx, 43.80.Sh, 43.80.Ev [CCC] Pages: 3538–3549

I. INTRODUCTION

Focused ultrasound (FUS) in conjunction with pre-

formed microbubbles is being developed for a wide range of

therapeutic applications. Microbubbles, which are typically

administered systemically and therefore remain within the

vasculature, are employed as acoustic cavitation seeds and

promoters that interact with the luminal contents or the vas-

cular wall. Depending on the driving acoustic pulse sequence,

the microbubble composition and distribution, and vascular

network targeted, a diverse range of biological outcomes can

be realized (Coussios and Roy, 2008). In drug delivery,

vessel-contained cavitation activity can increase vascular per-

meability for enhanced molecular and nanoparticle extravasa-

tion (e.g., blood-brain barrier disruption, tumor viral delivery,

drug delivery to the heart, etc.) (Arvanitis et al., 2011;

Bazan-Peregrino et al., 2012; Bekeredjian et al., 2005; Choi

et al., 2007; Hynynen et al., 2001), fragmentation of the

microbubble can release encapsulated drugs for targeted

release (Ferrara et al., 2007), and convection enhancement

can facilitate molecular transport (Marmottant and Hilgen-

feldt, 2003; Rifai et al., 2010). Other microbubble-mediated

therapies include dissolution of thrombi through mechanical

disruption (Datta et al., 2008; Datta et al., 2006), molecular

delivery to cells through sonoporation (Deng et al., 2004),

enhancement of renal ultrafiltration (Fischer et al., 2009), and

blood clotting through hemostasis (Poliachik et al., 2001).

Despite advances in the aforementioned techniques, both

their biological and cavitation mechanisms remain poorly

understood and are in a large part due to limitations in the abil-

ity to control and monitor cavitation dynamics generated. The

lack of mechanistic understanding and the limits to control

and monitoring reinforce each other and impede development

toward effective and safe microbubble-mediated therapies.

Advances on both fronts could help enhance therapeutic

effects while avoiding unintended damage, such as erythro-

cyte extravasation (Baseri et al., 2010), and, in extreme situa-

tions, hemorrhage (Daffertshofer et al., 2005).

A large body of work has investigated how the charac-

teristics of an ultrasonic pulse waveform influence acoustic

cavitation phenomena. At low peak rarefactional pressures

(PRPs), microbubbles undergo stable radial oscillations that

can last several acoustic cycles leading to the radiation of

acoustic emissions rich in harmonics of the driving center

frequency. At long pulse lengths (PLs), a microbubble can

experience a net displacement away from the transducer

due to radiation force effects and a change in its equilib-

rium radius due to rectified diffusion or gas leakage (Apfel,

1997). Stable cavitation occurring along the vascular wall

can cause vessel expansion and contraction (Caskey et al.,
2007) in capillaries and have been proposed as a mecha-

nism for the increase in vascular permeability (McDannold

et al., 2006; Tung et al., 2010b). Escalation of the PRP

amplifies the radial oscillations until unstable growth of the

bubble occurs during the rarefactional pressure half-cycle,

leading to a violent collapse dominated by the inertia of

the surrounding medium that is accompanied by the radia-

tion of broadband acoustic emissions. Inertial cavitation

has been associated with numerous bioeffects ranging from
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molecular and cellular extravasations to vascular rupture

(Chen et al., 2011).

Microbubbles are the seed and promoters of cavitation

events and are therefore the discrete sites of mechanical

action within the vascular environment. Most of the desired

bioeffects cannot occur without them. The most widely

employed class of microbubbles is lipid-shelled with a stabi-

lized gas core (e.g., Definity
VR

and SonoVue
VR

) and has been

specifically designed to enhance image contrast and persist-

ence timelines, which include robustness of structure, stealth

from the immune system, and reduced renal clearance. How-

ever, in an acoustic field, microbubbles may be pushed away

due to radiation force effects, trapped in acoustic nodes and

anti-nodes, modulated in size and composition (growth or

shrinkage), or destroyed due to fragmentation or inertial cavi-

tation collapse (Ferrara et al., 2007). All these effects coupled

with a dynamic pulsatile flow environment with variable ves-

sel sizes and boundary conditions, amount to a complex and

changing acoustic cavitation behavior. Indeed, several studies

have shown that a sufficient time interval between ultrasonic

pulses is required to allow for unmodulated microbubbles to

reperfuse the focused ultrasound targeted tissue volume to

generate specific therapeutic outcomes (Caskey et al., 2007;

Choi et al., 2011a; Goertz et al., 2010; Hitchcock et al.,
2011; McDannold et al., 2006; Samuel et al., 2009a). Models

for characterizing destruction-replenishment kinetics of

microbubbles have been extensively studied for diagnostic

perfusion imaging (Hudson et al., 2009; Wei et al., 1998) but

have not yet been extended to therapeutic applications.

Understanding the spatiotemporal evolution of ultrasoni-

cally driven cavitation activity under flow conditions is criti-

cal for the optimization and monitoring of therapeutic

applications and has been investigated using a wide range of

techniques. Optical observations using high-speed cameras

have provided direct measurements of the bubble radius dur-

ing compressional and rarefactional phases in both static and

flow environments (Caskey et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2011;

Chomas et al., 2001). However, optical observations are lim-

ited to single or a few microbubbles near the focal point and

to a few cycles, whereas therapeutic applications typically

sonicate a population of microbubbles for several millisec-

onds. Cavitation activity has also been monitored actively or

passively using a single-element transducer confocally

aligned with the therapeutic transducer. However, single-

element detectors are limited to a single sensing volume and

therefore provide no information as to the number or spatial

distribution of cavitation events occurring outside of this vol-

ume or at best a one-dimensional representation of the location

of cavitation events happening closest to the detecting trans-

ducer. A recently developed technique, known as passive acous-

tic mapping (PAM) enables the ability to locate and quantify

cavitation activity during ultrasound exposure by sensing

cavitation-generated acoustic emissions using an array of detec-

tors (Gy€ongy and Coussios, 2010a). PAM has been shown to

track individual sites of cavitation activity with sub-millimeter

spatial and millisecond temporal accuracy (Gy€ongy and Cous-

sios, 2010b) and has been used effectively to detect inertial cav-

itation events during high-intensity focused ultrasound exposure

and predict lesion formation (Jensen et al., 2012).

The purpose of this paper is to understand how

microbubble-seeded cavitation dynamics spatiotemporally

evolve during ultrasonic exposure in a flow environment.

More specifically, it is assumed that upstream (i.e., arteries

and arterioles) spatially biased therapeutic effects (Choi

et al., 2011a; Choi et al., 2011b; Choi et al., 2010) are caused

by upstream spatially biased cavitation activity due to micro-

bubble destruction-replenishment phenomena. It is subse-

quently hypothesized that flow-induced spatially biased

cavitation activity can occur both through several pulses due

to selection of the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and

within a single pulse due to selection of the PL. PAM was

employed not only to track the spatial distribution of cavita-

tion activity over time but also to classify the type and quan-

tify the magnitude of cavitation generated. Analysis was

performed during sonication to extract therapeutically rele-

vant parameters (e.g., PRP, PL, and PRF) with respect to

flow conditions. Insight gained from this fundamental investi-

gation may help understand in vivo phenomena, which have

been observed empirically and guide the design and optimiza-

tion of future therapeutic ultrasound pulse sequences.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Experimental apparatus

An overview of the experimental apparatus is provided

in Fig. 1 and consists of a dual-HIFU transducer setup for

therapeutic ultrasound generation, a multi-element diagnos-

tic array for B-mode imaging and passive acoustic mapping,

and a vessel-embedding tissue-mimicking phantom through

which pre-formed microbubbles could be made to flow,

using a peristaltic pump to control fluid velocity.

Therapeutic ultrasound was generated with two single-

element spherical-segment transducers (outer diameter: 64 mm,

FIG. 1. Overview of experimental apparatus. Two focused ultrasound trans-

ducers, the foci of which perpendicularly overlapped, generated therapeutic

ultrasound, aimed at a vessel embedded within a tissue mimicking material

through which contrast agent suspensions could be made to flow. Each trans-

ducer was driven at 500 kHz by a function generator through a 50 dB power

amplifier and matching network. A diagnostic linear array (L10-5, Z.one,

Zonare), which was placed 36.5 mm from the focal point, was used to ac-

quire B-mode images before sonication and to passively receive acoustic

emissions over 64 independent channels during sonication. The Z.one

engine was used to digitize and store channel data as well as to trigger the

function generators.
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radius of curvature: 62.6 mm; Sonic Concepts, Inc., Bothell,

WA) the axial lengths of which were perpendicular to each

other at a point 65 mm from the transducer surfaces (Fig. 1).

Two transducers were utilized to allow for the generation of a

smaller focal volume that will be suitable for future in vivo
small animal experiments and to allow for the diagnostic linear

array to be coaxially positioned closer to the tunnel, thereby

improving the resolution of the passive acoustic maps. Each

transducer was driven at its 0.5 MHz center frequency, which

has previously been demonstrated to yield therapeutic effects

(Arvanitis et al., 2011; Bazan-Peregrino et al., 2012). The first

transducer had a rectangular cutout (dimensions: 45� 18 mm2)

and was driven by a function generator (model: 33250 A; Agi-

lent, Santa Clara, CA) through an amplifier (model: A300;

Electronics and Innovation, Rochester, NY) and matching net-

work. The second transducer had a circular cutout (inner diame-

ter: 22.6 mm) and was driven by a function generator (model:

33220 A; Agilent) through an amplifier (model: 1140LA; Elec-

tronics and Innovation) and matching network. A 75-lm-diam-

eter needle hydrophone (HP Series; Precision Acoustics

Ltd., Dorchester, Dorset, Great Britan) was used to align the

foci, match the phase, and acquire the beam profile of the two

transducers. The combined focused beam had a PRP full width

at half-maximum (FWHM) diameter of 5.4 mm� 1.4 mm

� 3.6 mm along the axial, elevational, and lateral dimensions

(Fig. 2). Meanwhile, a 400-lm-diameter hydrophone (model:

HNA-0400; Onda Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA) was used to

capture pulsed waveforms and calibrate the pressure output

generated from the transducers.

The Z.one ultrasound imaging engine (Zonare Medical

Systems, Mountain View, CA) with an L10-5 linear array

probe (center frequency: 7.14 MHz, bandwidth: 5 MHz) was

used for B-mode imaging and passive acoustic mapping.

The array was composed of 128 elements with a 38.4-mm

aperture, 0.3-mm element spacing, and 5-mm elevational

width. In passive acquisition mode, 64 elements of channel

data were simultaneously captured and consisted of every

other element from the 2nd to 64th and the 65th to 127th.

A 1.6-mm-diameter tunnel phantom (3% agar; Life

Technologies, Ltd., Paisley, Great Britain) was manufac-

tured as previously described (Arvanitis et al., 2011) and

connected to a closed-loop circuit containing degassed

water. The water was pulled from a beaker and through the

tunnel using a peristaltic pump (model: Minipuls 2; Gilson,

Middleton, WI) and was returned to its origin. The total vol-

ume in the tunnel, tubing, and beaker was 295 ml and

was calibrated to have mean fluid velocities of 10, 20, or

40 mm/s. Prior to sonication, 5 ml of SonoVue
VR

microbub-

bles (Bracco Imaging S.p.A., Milan, Italy) or degassed water

was added to the beaker to create a total volume of 300 ml

and an estimated concentration of 0.3� 106 to 1.7� 106

microbubbles per milliliter. To distribute the microbubbles

uniformly throughout the circuit, a stir bar continuously

mixed the microbubbles in the beaker and the circuit was set

at 40 mm/s for 2 min prior to sonication.

The linear array was positioned between the two trans-

ducers at a 45� angle and with its lateral length perpendicular

to each transducer’s axial length (Fig. 1). The focal point

of the superimposed beams was placed 36.5 mm from the

probe’s surface. The tunnel phantom was placed in the

degassed water tank with its tunnel length positioned along

the array’s lateral axis and overlapping with the focal point

(Fig. 2).

B. Experimental design and protocol

The distribution of therapeutic effects of microbubble-

perfused tissue exposed to ultrasound has been previously

shown to have a spatial bias depending on the exposure con-

ditions (e.g., PRP, PL, and PRF). In this study, spatially bi-

ased cavitation activity was investigated both within a pulse,

which was expected to depend on the PL and through several

pulses, which was expected to depend on the PRF. To per-

form these analyses, a total of 231 unique sets of experimen-

tal conditions were evaluated (Table I). The tunnel phantom

was sonicated with a range of ultrasonic parameters [PRP:

100–1500 kPa, PL: 1, 5, 25, 100 000 cycles, pulse repetition

frequency (PRF): 1, 5, 10, 50 Hz] at fluid velocities of 10,

20, or 40 mm/s. The reported PRPs were produced by adjust-

ing the transducer’s input voltage for each PL to compensate

for the transducer’s rise time. In addition, the reported PLs

FIG. 2. Tunnel phantom and imaging orientation. (a) A lateral-elevational

plane view of the 1.6-mm-diameter tunnel phantom made of 3% agar. The

focus of the therapy transducers overlapped with the tunnel, which had

SonoVue microbubbles or water only flowing along the lateral axis. (b)

Axial-lateral view of the phantom with an overlapping B-mode image. The

dotted box in (b) was the region of interest used to generate (c) passive

acoustic maps. The axial, lateral, and elevational orientations were relative

to the linear array.
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were based on the input waveform, whereas the actual pres-

sure waveform for the shortest PLs were 1.5 and 4.5 cycles.

Analysis of cavitation activity within a pulse was per-

formed using experimental sets A and C listed in Table I.

Various PLs were selected including a 100 000-cycle PL,

corresponding to 200 ms at a 0.5-MHz center frequency,

which was selected because it has been previously shown to

be longer than necessary to produce desired bioeffect (Choi

et al., 2011a; Choi et al., 2011b; Hynynen et al., 2001; Tung

et al., 2010a). Meanwhile, analysis of cavitation activity

through several pulses was performed using experimental set

B listed in Table I. PRFs of 1, 5, 10, and 50 Hz were selected

because they were within a range of parameters typically

used in therapeutic applications. Using concepts of

destruction-replenishment previously described for the pur-

pose of perfusion imaging (Wei et al., 1998), a critical PRF

value PRFcrit was calculated by dividing the fluid velocity by

the tunnel length where microbubbles were potentially

destroyed. Fluid velocities of 10, 20, and 40 mm/s with a

destruction length equal to the beam’s lateral FWHM of

3.6 mm, corresponded to PRFcrit of 2.8, 5.6, and 11.1 Hz,

respectively.

C. Passive acoustic mapping

Sixty-four channels of 65-ls-long acoustic emissions

were captured as a frame at a sampling frequency of 50

MHz, which was subsequently upsampled to 200 MHz. Dur-

ing sonication with a 100 000-cycle PL, 200 frames of data

were passively acquired with the linear array at a 1000-Hz

frame rate. During sonications of 1-, 5-, and 25-cycle PLs, a

series of 10, 25, 50, and 250 frames were acquired at a 1-, 5-,

10-, or 50-Hz frame rate.

Cavitation activity was characterized by its source

strength using a previously described method (Gy€ongy and

Coussios, 2010a,b). In brief, a bubble centered at r with a

source strength of q(r,t) generates pressure at location r0 and

time t given by

pðr0; tÞ ¼ qðt� jr0 � rj=cÞ
4pjr0 � rj ; (1)

where c is the speed of sound of the medium set to 1480 m s�1.

Equation (1) allows an estimate of the source strength ~qðr; tÞ,
and by extension, the energy ~EðrÞ radiated by the bubble

~qðr; tÞ ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

4pjri � rj~pðri; tþ jri � rj=cÞ; (2)

~EðrÞ ¼
ð

~q2ðr; tÞ
4pq0c

dt; (3)

where ~pðri; tÞ is the pressure at ri estimated from the corre-

sponding pressure sensor, and q0 is the (undisturbed) density

of the medium set to 1000 kg m�3. Passive maps of source

strength and energy were obtained in a 31� 57 pixel map

with a pixel size of 0.5� 0.25 mm [Fig. 2(c)]. Considering

the active channels in passive mode, which resulted in a

37.8 mm aperture, the estimated �3 dB lateral and axial res-

olutions of the maps at the focal point for a 7.14 MHz source

was 0.18 and 1.3 mm (Gy€ongy and Coussios, 2010b).

D. Data analysis

Decoupling broadband from harmonic and ultraharmonic

contributions of the source strength is difficult due to the

increasing frequency bandwidth of harmonic components

with energy and the fact that harmonic and ultraharmonic

components overlap with broadband emissions. Therefore a

truly broadband frequency range where no harmonic and ultra-

harmonic components exist is difficult to claim for the wide

range of pressures evaluated in this study. The “harmonic”

source strength was obtained by applying a 0.25-MHz-wide

band comb filter at integer multiples of the driving ultrasonic

frequency (f0¼ 0.5 MHz) within the 5–10 MHz bandwidth of

the linear array (10f0, 11f0, 12f0,…, 20f0) and spanned a fre-

quency range encompassing potential harmonics and broad-

band noise. The “nonharmonic” source strength was obtained

by applying a similar comb filter offset by 0.25 MHz to cap-

ture contributions between integer multiples of the driving

frequency and spanned a frequency range encompassing

potential ultraharmonics and broadband noise. Harmonic and

nonharmonic energy values were then computed using Eq. (3)

with their corresponding filtered data. A source strength was

TABLE I. Ultrasound and tunnel flow parameters.

Experimental set Peak-rarefactional pressure (kPa)

Pulse length

(cycles)

Pulse repetition

frequency (Hz)

Number

of pulses

Fluid velocity

(mm/s)

A 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600,

750, 900, 1050, 1200, 1350, 1500

100 000 – 1 40

B 150, 300, 450, 600, 900, 1200, 1500 25

1 10

10, 20, 40
5 25

10 50

50 250

C 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600,

750, 900, 1050, 1200, 1350, 1500

1, 5, 25 1 10 10

50 250

D (control) 150, 300, 450, 600, 900, 1200, 1500 25

1 10

105 25

10 50

50 250
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classified as being harmonic if it had a harmonic to nonhar-

monic ratio greater than 5, broadband with a ratio less than

1.5, and mixed with ratios between 1.5 and 5. Although ultra-

harmonics could have contributed to nonharmonic energy val-

ues, they were only present in conjunction with harmonics of

wider bandwidths and higher amplitudes. Thus the influence

of ultraharmonics to the ratio was minimal (Fig. 3).

The distribution of source energy generated was analyzed

in two dimensions as PAMs and in one dimension for a single

row of pixels along the tunnel. The distribution of cavitation

energy in the focal volume was characterized as having or lack-

ing lateral symmetry with the spatial energy ratio, which was

calculated by dividing the sum of energy in a 3.5� 0.25 mm2

area immediately upstream of the focal point by the sum of

energy in a 3.5� 0.25 mm2 area downstream of the focal point.

In many of the measurements, high levels of broadband

energy were recorded in the first few milliseconds of a pulse

or a series of pulses. The duration of this initial broadband

activity was arbitrarily defined as the time point where

broadband energy reached 25% of its initial magnitude.

III. RESULTS

A. Cavitation threshold of SonoVueVR microbubbles

The extent a microbubble exposed to ultrasound will be

modulated or destroyed will depend on the type, magnitude,

and duration of cavitation activity it undergoes. The first

investigation of the larger study was therefore to determine

the PRP at which a microbubble will transition from stable to

inertial cavitation. The source energy generated at the focal

point with and without microbubbles was estimated for PRPs

of 100–1500 kPa [Fig. 3(a)]. A PL of 25 cycles was selected

because increasing the length further would not likely influ-

ence the cavitation threshold (Church, 2005). Ten pulses

were emitted at a 1-Hz PRF, which ensured complete replen-

ishment between pulses given the set 10-mm/s fluid velocity.

Without microbubbles, the magnitude of energy generated

for all PRPs evaluated was significantly less than with micro-

bubbles (P value< 0.05) and was essentially at the noise

level of the probe. With microbubbles, the mean source

energy rose rapidly until approximately 500 kPa where it then

slowed and eventually plateaued. At the lowest two PRPs

evaluated (100 and 150 kPa), harmonics of the driving fre-

quency contributed greater than a factor of 5 over the nonhar-

monic frequency ranges [Fig. 3(b)], which appeared as strong

harmonic peaks within the bandwidth of the linear array [Fig.

3(c)]. Further escalating the pressure resulted in emissions

energy from both the harmonic and nonharmonic ranges [Fig.

3(d)]. At 450 kPa and above, the ratio of harmonic to nonhar-

monic energy stabilized at approximately 1.3 6 0.1, which

was due to broadband spectral energy [Figs. 3(b) and 3(e)]. In

subsequent analyses, PRPs of 150, 300, 450, and 900 kPa are

used as examples of stable, mixed, inertial, and high magni-

tude inertial cavitation regimes.

B. Cavitation dynamics within a single pulse

As of yet, determining cavitation dynamics within a pulse

has been difficult due to the inability to spatially and tempo-

rally resolve sources of cavitation activity. Microbubble-

seeded cavitation dynamics were analyzed for a range of short

(1, 5, and 25 cycles) and long (100 000 cycles) PLs. For the

short PLs, the fluid velocity was set to 10 mm/s, and the mean

and standard deviations of the source energy was calculated

across 10 pulses emitted at a PRF of 1 Hz. In the one-cycle PL

case, the source energy steadily increased throughout the full

range of PRPs evaluated (100–1500 kPa) [Fig. 4(a)]. A similar

rise was observed for 5- and 25-cycle PLs until approximately

500 kPa, where the rate of energy rise began to decrease. For

the short PLs evaluated, the energy of acoustic emissions gener-

ated were laterally symmetric as indicated by spatial energy

ratios of 1.1 6 0.3, 1.1 6 0.2, and 1.0 6 0.1 across all PRPs for

FIG. 3. Type of cavitation activity. SonoVue microbubbles were sonicated at PRPs of 100–1500 kPa with a 25-cycle PL. The fluid velocity was set to 10 mm/s,

and the PRF was set to 1 Hz to ensure microbubble replenishment between pulses. (a) The source energy was estimated at the focal point for sonicated (solid

line) microbubbles and (dashed line) water only. The energy generated for microbubbles was split into its (dotted line) harmonic and (dashed-dotted line) non-

harmonic components. The energy was the mean of 10 pulses while the error bars were standard deviations. (b) The ratio of the harmonic to nonharmonic

components dropped rapidly with pressure but stabilized at approximately 1.3 6 0.3. Frequency-domain plots depict (c) harmonics at 150 kPa, (d) a mixture of

harmonic and broadband emissions at 300 kPa, and (e) broadband emissions at 450 kPa.
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PLs of 1, 5, and 25 cycles, respectively. At 900 kPa, good lateral

symmetry is qualitatively observed for the three PLs [Fig. 4(b)].

In the long PL case, acoustic emissions were monitored

for a single 100 000-cycle (200 ms) PL with a 40 mm/s fluid

velocity. In general, the total source energy increased rapidly

at low PRPs until it reached a maximum at 300 kPa [Fig.

5(a)]. Beyond this PRP, the total energy decreased and then

stabilized. The initial rise in energy between 100 and

300 kPa was due to a steady rise in cumulative energy

throughout the entire length of the pulse [Fig. 5(b)]. Qualita-

tively, the spatial distribution of energy at 150 kPa had a

similar distribution as the FUS beam profile [Fig. 5(c)].

However, careful analysis of the distribution shows a sub-

millimeter shift upstream as indicated by a spatial energy

ratio of 1.4. Analysis of time portions of the spatial energy

ratio indicates a spatial energy ratio of approximately 1 in

the first few milliseconds of the pulse followed by a gradual

increase until approximately 50 ms where it then stabilizes

near 1.5 [Fig. 5(d)]. The source energy at 150 kPa was

mainly due to harmonics and subharmonics [Fig. 6(a)]. At

300 kPa where the maximum source energy was generated, a

steep rise in cumulative energy was followed by a steady

rise throughout the rest of the pulse [Fig. 5(b)]. Qualitatively,

the distribution was not laterally symmetric [Fig. 5(c)] due

to a rapid rise in the spatial energy ratio in the first few milli-

seconds, followed by a steady rise to 2.3 [Fig. 5(d)]. Spectral

analysis reveals large magnitudes of broadband energy in the

first 7 ms of the pulse followed by a large and steady level of

harmonics thereafter [Fig. 6(b)]. The initial broadband

energy duration had good correlation with the steep rise in

cumulative energy and spatial energy ratio. At 450 kPa, the

source energy initially rose at a higher rate than that of

300 kPa but was followed by a lower rate of energy

FIG. 4. Magnitude and spatial distribution of cavitation activity within

short-PL pulses. SonoVue microbubbles were sonicated at PRPs of 100–

1500 kPa. The fluid velocity was set to 10 mm/s and the PRF was set to

1 Hz. (a) The total energy of acoustic emissions was measured for PLs of

(dashed line) 1, (dotted line) 5, and (solid line) 25 cycles. The plotted energy

was the mean of 10 pulses while the error bars indicate standard deviations.

(b) The spatial distribution of cavitation energy for a single pulse was later-

ally symmetric at a PRP of 900 kPa for PLs of (dashed line) 1, (dotted line)

5, and (solid line) 25 cycles.

FIG. 5. Magnitude and spatial

distribution of cavitation activity

within a long-PL pulse. SonoVue

microbubbles were sonicated at

PRPs of 100–1500 kPa, and the

fluid velocity was set to 40 mm/

s. (a) The source energy was

estimated across the full

100 000-cycle-PL, which corre-

sponded to 200 ms. (b) The cu-

mulative source energy depicts

the time portion at which the

energy accumulated during the

pulse, (c) the spatial distribution

of energy depicts the existence

or lack of lateral symmetry, and

(d) the cumulative spatial energy

ratio depicts the time portion at

which these biases were accumu-

lated. The plots in (c) amd (d)

show results for PRPs of (dashed

line) 150, (dashed-dotted line)

300, (dotted line) 450, and (solid

line) 900 kPa.
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emissions [Fig. 5(b)]. After the full 200 ms, the focal point’s

total source energy at 450 kPa was actually lower than at

300 kPa. The distribution of this energy was not laterally sym-

metric with a spatial energy ratio of 2.9 [Fig. 5(c)] and was

composed of a large level of broadband energy initially fol-

lowed by a mixture of harmonic and broadband energy there-

after [Fig. 6(c)]. At 900 kPa, the energy generated rose rapidly

at the beginning of the PL but then the rate of increase

dropped soon after [Fig. 5(b)]. The distribution of this energy

was even further spatially biased upstream as can be observed

with the large difference in the side lobes [Fig. 5(c)]. The

sharp initial rise and spatial bias correlate wells with large lev-

els of broadband events in the first 6 ms [Fig. 6(d)]. At PRPs

in the inertial cavitation regime, the largest magnitude of

broadband energy was observed in the first 6.3 6 1.3 ms.

The type and magnitude of cavitation activity within a

pulse changed with both space and time. As an example,

sonication at 450 kPa, which was in the inertial cavitation re-

gime, produced strikingly different magnitudes and spatial

distributions of cavitation activity between the first and last

pulse [Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)]. Not only did the maximum cavi-

tation energy decrease, but also, the energy at the focal point

and downstream portion of the FUS beam was significantly

lower than the upstream portion. The cumulative map

reveals a spatial bias upstream and a depletion of energy

downstream [Fig. 7(c)]. At the focal point, large broadband

acoustic emissions are detected in the first few milliseconds

of the pulse followed by harmonics that decreased in ampli-

tude with time [Fig. 7(f)]. Meanwhile, comparison of the

source energy of the upstream and downstream portions of

FIG. 6. Spectrum of cavitation

activity within a long-PL pulse.

SonoVue microbubbles were

sonicated with a 100 000-cycle

PL with a fluid velocity of

40 mm/s. Sonications were

applied at PRPs of (a) 150, (b)

300, (c) 450, and (d) 900 kPa.

FIG. 7. Cavitation dynamics

within a long-PL pulse. SonoVue

microbubbles were sonicated at

450 kPa with a 100 000-cycle PL

with a fluid velocity of 40 mm/s.

Passive acoustic maps of the (a)

start, (b) end, and (c) accumula-

tion of the entire pulse depict

changes in the magnitude and

spatial distribution of cavitation

activity. The white circles in

(a)—(c) from left to to right rep-

resent five spatial locations of

cavitation activity the spectrums

of which are plotted in (d)—(h).

The large white ellipse in (a)—

(c) represents the location and

FWHM dimension of the FUS

beam.
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the main lobe’s FWHM depicts different amplitudes. The

upstream portion depicts steady harmonics throughout the

entire PL followed by increasingly large magnitudes of

broadband events [Fig. 7(e)]. The downstream pixel depicted

harmonics that decreased with time [Fig. 7(g)].

C. Cavitation dynamics through several pulses

Following exposure to a pulse of ultrasound, a time

interval without any exposure is typically required to allow

for intact and undisturbed microbubbles to replenish the

focal volume. The optimal interval time, and therefore the

PRF, at which microbubbles are exposed to is therefore de-

pendent on the flow rate within the vasculature. In this study,

the evolution of microbubble-seeded cavitation dynamics

through several pulses was evaluated at a 25-cycle PL for a

range of PRPs (150–1500 kPa), PRFs (1, 5, 10, and 50 Hz),

and flow conditions (10, 20, and 40 mm/s). For all PRPs at

PRFs below PRFcrit, the energy generated increased linearly

with the number of pulses emitted, the type of cavitation

generated was the same throughout all the pulses, the cavita-

tion energy was spatially distributed according to the shape

of the beam profile, and the spatial energy ratio was approxi-

mately 1 (Figs. 8 and 9).

FIG. 8. Spatial distribution of

cavitation activity through sev-

eral pulses. SonoVue microbub-

bles flowing at fluid velocities of

10, 20, and 40 mm/s were soni-

cated at PRFs of 1, 5, 10, and

50 Hz for 5 s. The spatial energy

ratios were measured at PRPs of

(a) 150, (b) 300, (c) 450, and (d)

900 kPa. The spatial energy ratio

calculated at 900 kPa is not rep-

resentative of the true distribu-

tion because significant

cavitation activity was present in

the side lobes. The white line

was placed between the PRFs

where the PRFcrit would be.

FIG. 9. Magnitude of cavitation

activity through several pulses.

SonoVue microbubbles flowing

at fluid velocities of 10, 20, and

40 mm/s were sonicated at PRFs

of 1, 5, 10, and 50 Hz for 5 s.

The source energy was estimated

at PRPs of (a) 150, (b) 300, (c)

450, and (d) 900 kPa. The white

line was placed between the

PRFs where the PRFcrit would

be.
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At PRFs above PRFcrit, the evolution of cavitation dy-

namics was dependent on the cavitation regime. At 150 kPa,

the highest spatial energy ratio of 1.7 was generated with a

50-Hz PRF and a 10-mm/s fluid velocity [Fig. 8(a)], while

the highest energy was produced with a 50-Hz PRF and a

20-mm/s fluid velocity [Fig. 9(a)]. The source energy at

150 kPa was mostly from harmonics maintained throughout

all 250 pulses [Fig. 10(a)]. At PRPs of 300 kPa and greater,

the spatial energy ratio rose with increasing PRF and

decreasing fluid velocities (Fig. 8) so that a 50-Hz PRF and

10-mm/s fluid velocity consistently produced the highest

spatial energy ratio. The highest source energy at a given

PRP was at the highest PRF and flow rate of 50 Hz and

40 mm/s, respectively. Also, if both the PRP and PRF are set

constant, increasing fluid velocities produced higher source

energy. However, increasing the PRF given a constant PRP

and fluid velocity did not necessarily produce greater energy.

With a 10-mm/s fluid velocity and 300- and 450-kPa PRPs,

the greatest energy generated at the focal point was at a

10-Hz PRF. In other words, a 10-Hz PRF at the 10-mm/s

fluid velocity produced a greater focal point source energy

than at 50 Hz, the latter which had five times more pulses

emitted. At these PRPs, broadband emissions dominated the

first few pulses at 50 Hz, which was then followed by lower

magnitudes of broadband energy mixed with harmonics and

ultraharmonics. At 900 kPa, the highest source energy with a

10-mm/s fluid velocity was at a 50-Hz PRF. However, the

energy rise from a PRF of 1–50 Hz was not linear [Fig.

9(d)]. Broadband emissions were present through almost ev-

ery pulse emitted [Fig. 10(d)].

Cavitation dynamics through several pulses changed with

both space and time. As an example, sonication with a 450-kPa

PRP and 25-cycle PL pulse emitted at a 50-Hz PRF produced

strikingly different magnitudes and spatial distributions of cavita-

tion activity between the first and last pulse [Figs. 11(a) and

11(b)]. Not only did the source energy at the focal point decrease

over time, but also the downstream portion of the FUS beam

decreased when compared to the upstream portion. The cumula-

tive map also depicts a spatial bias upstream [Fig. 11(c)]. At the

focal point, broadband sources are detected in the first few pulses

followed by harmonics and the recurrence of lower magnitudes

of broadband emissions throughout the rest of the sonication

[Fig. 11(f)]. The upstream and downstream portions of the main

lobe’s FWHM depict drastically different magnitudes. The

upstream portion depicts strong harmonic and broadband energy

throughout all the pulses [Fig. 11(e)]. Meanwhile, the down-

stream portion depicts harmonic and broadband energy in the

first few pulses, which are nearly depleted in energy thereafter

[Fig. 11(g)].

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Cavitation dynamics within a pulse

The fundamental unit of therapeutic ultrasound is the

pulse, which, for the purpose of cavitation, is often described

by its center frequency, PRP, and PL. A microbubble exposed

to a pulse can expand and contract to the driving frequency’s

rarefactional and compressional phases, respectively. Previous

work has shown that at low PRPs, stable cavitation can be

maintained for several acoustic cycles where rectified diffu-

sion, shrinkage, or radiation forces increasingly occur (Apfel,

1997). Our results at 100 000 cycles and a 150-kPa PRP pro-

duced stable cavitation as indicated by the absence of broad-

band emissions [Fig. 6(a)] and the generation of a steady

magnitude of source energy throughout the entire length of the

pulse [Fig. 5(b)]. However, the spatial energy ratio was 1.5

[Fig. 5(d)], which appeared qualitatively as a sub-millimeter

spatial shift upstream [Fig. 5(c)]. Although the cause of the spa-

tial shift is uncertain, it may be due to radiation force pushing

bubbles away from the focal point.

At PRPs above the inertial cavitation threshold, micro-

bubbles can expand to several times their equilibrium radius

and subsequently collapse due to the inertia of the surround-

ing media, an event that produces broadband emissions. This

FIG. 10. Spectrum of cavitation

activity through several pulses.

SonoVue microbubbles flowing

at a fluid velocity of 10 mm/s

was sonicated with a 25-cycle

PL at a PRF of 50 Hz for 5 s.

Sonications were applied at

PRPs of (a) 150, (b) 300, (c)

450, and (d) 900 kPa.
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collapse can occur over several cycles, but, as observed in our

studies, was limited to the first 6.3 6 1.3 ms of the pulse regard-

less of the applied PRP [Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)]. The high magni-

tude broadband source in the first few milliseconds of the pulse

was the cause for the large initial rise in source energy [Fig.

5(b)]. Two different trends were subsequently produced. At

PRPs with mixed spectral content, the large broadband emis-

sions were followed by a steady rise of energy throughout the

rest of the pulse that were dominated by its harmonic compo-

nent. At PRPs well above the inertial cavitation threshold, the

initial broadband energy generated was larger but was followed

by a slower rise of energy thereafter. This disparity may origi-

nate from the polydispersed size distribution of microbubbles,

and, because the cavitation threshold is size-dependent, bubbles

at different sizes may have experienced inertial cavitation while

others may have persisted throughout the entire pulse (Samuel

et al., 2009b). The latter effect is suggested by the large harmon-

ics generated throughout the length of the pulse. At PRPs well

above the inertial cavitation threshold, very high levels of broad-

band energy were generated, but, because a larger population of

microbubbles was destroyed, further generation of energy was

dependent on the inflow of new cavitation nuclei. The result

was lower source energy at the focal point than at PRPs near the

threshold and spatially biased distributions [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)].

B. Cavitation dynamics through several pulses

Microbubbles can be destroyed during sonication

through diffusion and dissolution of the encapsulated gas

and/or fragmentation of the bubble shell. Because most ther-

apeutic ultrasound applications utilize multiple pulses with

parameters within the destruction regime, a time interval

void of ultrasound is required to allow for replenishment of

cavitation nuclei throughout the focal volume. Destruction-

replenishment kinetics has been most widely studied for per-

fusion imaging where a high PRP destruction pulse is fol-

lowed by low PRP imaging pulses to track the microbubbles

as they continue to replenish the vasculature (Wei et al.,
1998). In these studies, the rate of microbubble replenishment

was shown to be a function of the flow rate and beamwidth

(Hudson et al., 2009; Hudson et al., 2011). Meanwhile, similar

concepts of replenishment have been extended to therapeutic

ultrasound as it is becoming increasingly apparent that it

affects the dose, distribution, and efficiency of drug delivery or

therapeutic action (Choi et al., 2011a; Choi et al., 2011b;

Goertz et al., 2010). Because the vascular environment of the

tissue typically cannot be modulated, the main method for con-

trolling therapeutic outcome is through selection of the PRF.

In the present study, the effects of fluid velocity and PRF

on cavitation activity followed a few general trends. Sonica-

tion at PRFs below PRFcrit produced predictable cavitation

dynamics regardless of PRP due to complete replenishment of

the focal volume. However, these trends did not hold with

sonications at PRFs above the PRFcrit as cavitation dynamics

could change markedly from pulse to pulse. The greatest spa-

tial bias in cavitation activity distribution was greatest at

PRFs furthest from the PRFcrit and was most likely due to

microbubble destruction and subsequent entry of new nuclei

upstream, which were subsequently destroyed before they

could reach the downstream portion. The maximum energy at

a given PRF was at the largest fluid velocity. Meanwhile,

given a fluid velocity, increasing the PRF did not necessarily

increase the maximum energy generated. This latter effect is

also likely due to a balance between sufficient number of

emitted pulses and sufficient number of nuclei present.

The type and magnitude of cavitation activity generated in

the first few milliseconds of a long PL pulse or the first few

pulses was predictable and consistent. However, as the PL

increased or as a greater number of pulses were emitted at a

high PRF, changes to the type and magnitude of cavitation ac-

tivity were observed. As with long PLs, a large percentage of

total source energy generated at high PRFs was from the first

few milliseconds. However, in contrast to long PLs, several

pulses produced less steady levels of harmonics and broadband

FIG. 11. Cavitation dynamics

through several pulses. SonoVue

microbubbles were sonicated at

450 kPa with a 25-cycle PL, 50-

Hz PRF, and 10-mm/s fluid ve-

locity. Passive acoustic maps of

the (a) first, (b) last, and (c)

accumulation of all pulses depict

changes in the magnitude and

spatial distribution of cavitation

activity. The white circles in

(a)—(c) from left to to right rep-

resent five spatial locations of

cavitation activity the spectrums

of which are plotted in (d)—(h).

The large white ellipse in (a)—

(c) represents the location and

FWHM dimension of the FUS

beam.
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noise. For example, there was an increased presence of broad-

band emissions in subsequent pulses when several pulses were

emitted [Figs. 10(c) and 10(d)]. Another observed difference

was the stark contrast in harmonics generated in the left side

lobe and left FWHM portion of the main lobe compared to the

contralateral points where, after the few pulses, there was nearly

a complete depletion of harmonic energy. The time between

pulses (20 ms) may have allowed for a greater time period

where gas could diffuse into the surrounding water to allow for

complete destruction of most of the bubbles and where new

microbubbles could refill at least portions of the focal volume.

C. Limitations and clinical relevance

Microbubble-mediated acoustic cavitation dynamics were

monitored in a 1.6-mm diameter tunnel phantom, which was

composed of 3% agar. This experimental setup was designed to

model destruction-replenishment kinetics and was similar to

what has been used previously (Hudson et al., 2009; Wei et al.,
1998). However, the in vivo vasculature is composed of

arteries, veins, and capillaries, which have different diameters,

vessel stiffness, angle, and flow rates, which our model does

not account for. Several studies have shown that cavitation dy-

namics depend on vascular characteristics (Qin and Ferrara,

2006, 2010; Sassaroli and Hynynen, 2007), and our model

should be carefully considered in light of this. Particularly im-

portant is vessel size, which can affect the oscillating microbub-

ble’s boundary conditions and, in capillaries, can constrain the

maximum size of bubble expansion (Caskey et al., 2007; Chen

et al., 2011). A sonication target of a heterogeneous vasculature

could then be expected to have a wide range of types and mag-

nitudes of cavitation activity occurring in the focal volume.

The cavitation threshold in such a system could differ from the

threshold measurements obtained in the present study by hav-

ing a wider PRP range where both harmonic and broadband

components were present. Regardless, many of the observed

relationships among the cavitation dynamics and ultrasonic pa-

rameters in our study should hold and the in vivo vasculature

should differ from our phantom model mainly in the time scale

and distribution of events but not the order of events.

D. Pulse sequence design for therapeutic ultrasound

Effective and safe ultrasound-mediated ultrasound therapy

entails careful consideration of the full spatiotemporal dynamics

of cavitation activity. The effects of any single ultrasonic param-

eter cannot be viewed independently of the rest of the character-

istics of the pulse sequence design especially because the tissue

contains flowing cavitation nuclei throughout a heterogeneous

vasculature. As demonstrated in this paper, the effects of flow

influence not only pulse to pulse replenishment phenomena, but

also heavily influence the spatial distribution of cavitation activ-

ity within a pulse. One of the aims of ultrasound-enhanced drug

delivery is to enhance not only the dose but also the distribution

of molecular agents throughout the sonicated region. Several

studies evaluating blood-brain barrier disruption have shown

that long PLs of 20 ms produce a more heterogeneous distribu-

tion of drug delivery than shorter 50-cycle PLs (Choi et al.,
2010; Choi et al., 2011a; Choi et al., 2011b). In the present

study, increasing the PL resulted in a higher spatial bias

upstream and reduced the efficiency of generating cavitation ac-

tivity at the focal point and downstream portions of the main

and side lobes. Therefore a possible mechanism for the hetero-

geneous distribution of drugs in blood-brain barrier disruption is

that with long PLs of 20 ms, cavitation activity is initially

generated throughout the entire focal volume, which includes all

levels of the vasculature. As microbubbles are destroyed,

incoming microbubbles are the remaining sites of cavitation ac-

tivity, thus overexposing large upstream vessels such as arteries

and underexposing capillaries, which are the target sites of drug

transfer. In one of the previous studies, large punctate regions of

fluorescence were present in the larger vascular branches when

using long 20-ms PL pulses (Choi et al., 2010; Choi et al.,
2011a; Choi et al., 2011b).

Several studies have previously demonstrated that the

PRF effects the efficiency of generating cavitation energy

(Goertz et al., 2010; Samuel et al., 2009a). The results of the

present work confirm these studies as PRFs greater than

PRFcrit did not result in a linear increase with the number of

pulses emitted (Fig. 9). If the goal was to generate the maxi-

mum energy at the focus, there appeared to be a balance

between microbubble replenishment and emitting a sufficient

number of pulses. However, in addition to measuring the mag-

nitude of energy, the present study evaluates the spatial distri-

bution of energy. PRFs furthest from the PRFcrit produced the

highest spatial bias upstream, thus indicating off-focal point

microbubble destruction without proper replenishment. Cavita-

tion dynamics evolved in drastically different directions with

the upstream portion of energy being greater than a 10-fold

increase over the downstream portion of the FUS beam.

E. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to understand how

microbubble-seeded cavitation dynamics spatially and tempo-

rally evolved during ultrasonic exposure in a flow environment.

In this endeavor, passive acoustic mapping was essential due to

its ability to resolve key transitions in cavitation activity in both

space and time. In particular, the effects of peak-rarefactional

pressure, pulse length, and pulse repetition frequency on the

type, magnitude, distribution, and duration of cavitation activity

were determined. At low peak-rarefactional pressures, stable

cavitation was maintained both within a pulse and through sev-

eral pulses regardless of the length of the pulse or the number

of pulses emitted. This resulted in a linear increase of cavitation

energy with time and a cavitation distribution within the focal

volume that had a low upstream spatial bias. At high peak-

rarefactional pressures, inertial cavitation was generated in the

first 6.3 6 1.3 ms of the pulse, where it then remained below

25% of its initial magnitude and increasingly generated a high

upstream spatial bias. When considering several pulses, sonica-

tion at pulse repetition frequencies below a critical rate pro-

duced no spatial bias and generated energy in a linear manner

with time. However, above the critical rate, the energy gener-

ated became more unpredictable and upstream spatial bias

increased with lower flow rates and higher pulse repetition fre-

quencies. In conclusion, the selection of key ultrasonic parame-

ters in conjunction with an understanding of microbubble

destruction and vessel fluid velocities were shown to be critical
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in producing a specific type, magnitude, distribution, and dura-

tion of cavitation activity within the main focal volume. Passive

acoustic mapping with a diagnostic linear array was critical in

our mechanistic understanding of these phenomena, and future

work entails implementing the methods developed in this study

to monitor therapy in vivo.
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